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For database preparation and authority control:

- **WLN MARC Record Service (MARS)**
  Complete database preparation including duplicate deletion, holdings merging, record upgrade, item record conversion and smart bar codes.

- **Authority control**: LC NAF/SAF or WLN authority file matching and heading upgrade; manual review; output of USMARC authority records.

- **Retrospective conversion**: Shelflist conversion and non-MARC to MARC record conversions and upgrades.

- **Output products**: Your upgraded bibliographic records and USMARC authority records on MARC tapes or CD-ROM catalogs.

For online and CD-ROM databases:

- **WLN Online System**: Over 7 million bibliographic records under full authority control; powerful searching; sophisticated online cataloging; online LC NAF/SAF File; full-feature Intralibrary Loan and Acquisitions Systems; MARC record download or tape to local systems.

- **LaserCat®**: A 3.6 million record database on CD-ROM; catalog card, label, bibliography printing; MARC record downloading to local systems; powerful searching; original cataloging; retrospective conversion.

- **LaserPac®**: This public access version of LaserCat provides your bibliographic records and holdings including individual call numbers and cross references. The ideal catalog both for individual libraries and consortia.

For collection assessment services:

- **WLN Conspectus Service**: A nationally recognized method for assessing both Dewey and LC classified collections. WLN's Conspectus software lets you build your own assessment database and print your own reports.

- **WLN Collection Analysis Reports**: Offers precision analysis of your collection by Conspectus subject categories, date ranges and a variety of other criteria. A powerful collection analysis tool for single institutions or groups.

- **WLN BCL3 Service**: Compares your collection against the 3rd edition of *Books for College Libraries* accurately and efficiently. Miss, match and close match reports can be arranged by BCL3 number order or Conspectus subject categories.

Comprehensive. High quality. Flexible. Affordable. That's what librarians are saying about WLN. Isn't it time you put WLN products and services to work for you?

WLN, 4224 6th Ave., Bldg. 3, Lacey, WA 98503 1-800-DIALWLN (206) 459-6518 FAX (206) 459-6341

wln ... a better alternative for today's library